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ABSTRACT 

      Rail accidents lead to several 

injuries or death and also has its 

adverse affect on our countries 

economy. The analysis of major reasons 

for train accidents help us to identify the 

factors causing it and help us to prevent 

further issues. This paper studies  data 

mining and its uses regarding the 

statistical data about rail accidents 

which occurred in India. In this the 

results produce the accuracy for cost of 

the accident which improves through 

the features based on text mining. 

 

KEY TERMS 

      Traffic sentiment analysis, text 

mining, derailments , rail  level 

crossings , safety enhancement and 

evaluation. 

INTRODUCTION 

      Since 6-years  from  2009 to 

2015,there were recorded about   total of 

803 accidents in Indian Railways killing 

620 people and injuring 1855 people[1]. 

There are variety of reason which leads to 

rail accidents ranging from derailments to 

mechanical failures. However some of the 

accidents are not very dangerous causing 

only little damage while some of them 

cause severe effect. When an accident 

happened, the ministry of railways will 

investigate by forming the investigation 

team. This team would produce the 

investigation report on the accident. But 

that investigation report  could only be 

seen by the railway staff, there was no way 

of knowing the details  for the outside 

worlds. 

      The main aim is to find out 
characteristics causing these accidents and 

providing some measures to safety 
enhancement and evaluation. This study 
uses text mining “it is the process of 

extracting understandable potential and 
practical patterns or knowledge from of 

collection of text data” which contains 
narratives regarding causes and 
contributors to the accidents. It 

concentrates to develop hazard elimination 
and risk reduction programs that focus on 

preventing rail road injuries and 
accidents[2].This paper narrates the 
possible characteristic of the rail accidents 

from text mining the corresponding reports 
generated. This can be performed by 

identifying the relationship between the 
structured and unstructured information 
that implies the contributors to rail 

accidents. To predict the intersection of 
crashes a neural network model was 

developed. It involves grouping of 
crashing into different type which may 
include injury ,fatal and property damage. 

       An effective analyses is carried out on 
crash types in order to describe the causes 

of properties of crashes. In addition ,it is 
aimed in testing multilayered feedforward 
NNs trained with back propagation[3]. The 

tunnels and specific road blocks, the 
identification of  level crossings are being 

the most specific weak point in the 
roadways infrastructure. The stationary 
sign warning is only provided by a passive 

crossings of the possibility crossing. The 
contradiction of passive system is a Active 

systems that activates the  warning devices 
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in automation as the train approaches. The 
most frequent choice of which level 

crossings will provide the security is based 
on both the media and pressure from 

society, and on the common consequences 
of a rise in the more number of accidents 
at the level crossings[4]. The effect that 

has many alternative existing systems  
have on behaviour of driver is  almost 

unknown. 
      This paper equates the behaviour of the 
driver towards two warning devices at 

level crossings with the two conventional 
warning devices such as the flashing the 

light and show the stop sign.In order of the 
violation results indicates that the passive 
devices produced the lower levels of 

compliance  than the active systems.The  
factors that causes the different  types of 

warning devices were found  at different 
approach stages to the level 
crossings[5].Transportation systems 

provide the essence of  people ,but the 
intelligent  systems of transportation failed 

to concern the public opinions. Comparing 
with the sensor systems in traditional, it 
can used to detect some situation from a 

new perspective[6]. The TSA(Traffic 
sentiment analysis) system will not depend 

the current systems, which is specific for 
useful in an emergency while other 
systems were stopped. 

      This study provides the effectiveness 
found from the text mining  containing 

these characteristics to predict the costs of  
the accidents. Finally, the text-mined 
features, whose importance is confirmed 

by predictive accuracy, for their judgement 
into the contributors to the rail accidents. 

The purpose of this analysis is to 
understand the judgement for rail safety 
that can provide  the exclusion of field 

reports. These study  reveals  some 
interesting results, however, they are not 

known properly to analyse the aspects of  
reasons of the crashes. They often 
appropriate to leave out the significant 

qualitative and textual information from 
data sets as it is hard to create the 

meaningful observations. The textual 

ignorance provides the limited analysis 
while the  less substantial conclusions are 

made. To bridge this gap the text mining 
methods are attempted. . Text mining are 

able to extract the only the important 
concepts and emerging from the collection 
of  data. To the knowledge, there is no 

repeatable studies that have been utilised 
the text mining in this data domain, 

however, the previous studies indicate the 
need for textual mining in order to know 
the contextual relationships of the data. 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

      This paper uses the text mining the 
characteristics of the rail accidents and 

determining the contributors to it. These 
characteristic involve derailments, train       

conductor negligence, improper 
maintenance of train tracks ,faulty 
equipment ,collision with another train and 

collapsed bridges and so on. This paper 
evaluates on text minded features in order 

to predict the cost of the accident. 
 

RELATED WORK 

      This paper combines the methods for 
analysing the safety with accident report 

information and text mining for uncover 
the contributors to rail accidents. This 

module describes the related work in 
railways and more commonly the 
transportation safety and also introduces 

the  data and the mining techniques. Based 
on the collected information, this paper 

starts to produce a rail accident decision 
table. Our approach consists of two stages. 
In the first stage, we use raw set theory as 

a tool for  pre-processing the data, to 
remove the  redundant knowledge from the 

established information systems and to 
provide by means to deal with the missing 
data. In the second stage, we adopt the 

related rules analysis to propose the rules 
based on the past accidents information. 

These rules cannot wrap the unknown 
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relationships that may be the basis of 
forecast and decision. The number of 

published reports which was  not constant 
all the time. With sequential  

improvements like installation of 
protecting the train and Warning System. 
        To achieve a more accuracy of 

distributing  the number of the railway 
performance shaping factors for the whole 

period of interest.Text mining is concerned 
with finding patterns in unstructured text. 
This field has becoming increasingly 

important because of the huge amounts of 
data available in the documents, articles, 

research papers, and the reports about the 
accidents. Similarly,the  text databases are 
semi structured because in order to the free 

text they also contains structured fields 
that have the title, author, date, and other 

metadata. The reports used in this paper 
are semi structured. One of the key aim of 
text mining is to characterize the content 

of the documents through the pattern 
discovery. These patterns may be used for 

improving to retrieve the information for 
input into predictive models. The most 
recent application of the text mining is the 

license plate recognition  for the speed 
enforcement automatically[7].The already  

existing methods for matching the plates 
which are recognized by the license plate 
recognition  units which helps to   reduce 

the manual data. 
 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

      One of the most well-studied areas of 
rail safety concerns is rail crossings by 

roadways. A recent application of fuzzy 
sets and clustering to guide the selection of 

rail crossings for active safety systems 
(e.g., bells, lights, and barriers). Describe 
the use of logistic regression and mixed 

regression to model the behavior of drivers 
at railway crossings. Describes the use of 

neural networks to model intersection 
crashes and intersection characteristics, 
such as, lighting, surface materials, etc. 

These  papers help us to use data mining 

for  better understanding the factors  
causing rail accidents and improve its 

safety measures. 

      Recent work has shown the 
applicability of data and text mining to 
broader classes of safety and security 

problems relevant to transportation. For 
example, the use of data mining techniques 

for anomaly detection in road networks is 
illustrated by the work. They provide 
methods to detect anomalies in massive 

amounts of traffic data and then cluster 
these detections according to different 

attributes. Similarly D’Andrea et al. 
detected traffic events using support vector 
machines. License plate recognition is the 

most recent application. To increase the 
accuracy of automated Licence plate 

matching ,these authors use Levenshtein 
text mining in combination with a 
Bayesian approach. Cao et al., use data 

mining in combination with rule-based and 
machine learning approaches to perform 
traffic sentiment analysis. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

      We incorporate the PLS component 
into the accident damage models using two 

approaches. In the first approach we use a 
two step process. We first predict damage 

with only the PLS component. In other 
words, this prediction was made with only 
the text as input[15]. We then estimate the 

residuals from this “text only” prediction 
using random forest models with the 

remaining predictor variables. We obtain 
total accident damage cost estimates by 
first predicting the residuals and then 

adding them to the prediction for accident 
damage from the PLS text model. In the 

second approach we us the PLS 
component to estimate the coefficients for 
each word and directly use the results as 

another predictor variable, the PLS 
predictor, in the random forest model. The 

PLS predictor is then simply a linear 
combination of the words in the accident 
narratives. In our tests this PLS predictor 

was consistently the most important 
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variable used by the random forest models. 
In this type of text mining, PLS is better to 

LDA[14]. 

 
MODULE DESCRIPTION: 

GENERATE ACCIDENT REPORT: 

      This paper integrates methods for 

safety analysis with accident report data 
and text mining to uncover contributors to 

rail accidents. This section describes 
related work in rail and, more generally, 
transportation safety and also introduces 

the relevant data and text mining 
techniques. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ACCIDENT 

REPORT: 

      This report has a number of fields that 
include characteristics of the train or 

trains, the personnel on the trains 
operational conditions (e.g., speed at the 

time of accident, highest speed before the 
accident, number of cars, and weight), and 
the primary cause of the accident. This 

field has become increasingly important 
because of the large amounts of data 

available in documents, news articles, 
research papers, and accident reports. 

STORED IN DATABASES: 

      Text databases are semi structured 

because in addition to the free text they 
also contain structured fields that have the 

titles, authors, dates, and other Meta data. 
The accident reports used in this paper are 
semi structured. 

STEP BY STEP PROCESS: 

User: 

      User Register the Accident details and 
casualty details. 

     All the details stored in the Database. 

Admin: 

      Admin can verify the Accident details. 

     Predict the accident and casualty 

details. 

CONCLUSION 

 

      In this Paper, it shows the combination 

of both text analysis with the ensemble 
methods can improve the accuracy of 
models for predicting accident severity and 

that text analysis can provide insights into 
accident characteristics. Modern text 

analysis methods make the narratives in 
the accident reports almost as accessible 
for detailed analysis as the fixed fields in 

the reports. More importantly as the 
examples illustrated, text mining of the 

narratives can provide a much richer 
amount of information than is possible in 
the fixed fields. Finally, as described in the 

work here used standard methods to clean 
the narratives. However, train accident 

narratives use jargon common to the rail 
transport industry and classical stemming 
and s top word removal do not necessarily 

do a good job of characterizing the words 
used in this industry. For train safety 

analysis, text mining could benefit from a 
careful look at ways to extract features 
from text that takes advantage of language 

characteristics particular to the rail 
transport industry. A second of 

fundamental research need is to 
characterize the variation and uncertainty 
inherent in text mining techniques. 
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